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and s,('), i:0,1,2,"', is a complete orthonormal system deild'";;l ns the estimator of a density we can take 
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as n-+@. Density estimates (3) were introduced by eencov [3] and studied by Schwartzllll, Kronmal and Tarter [9] , and Bosq [2] among others. In this correspondence the following estimator of a probability density function is proposed, iG): + i 5'rr,o, sil).
" i-r j-O
Observe that estimator (6) may be expressed as i,G): *i^-'(")+ I.tr,r*rs/x).
A great advantage of the definition ',;."", (3) is that j can be computed by makinq use of the current observation Xn and the preceding estimatorJ,_1. Thus the unknown probability density function is estimated sequentially. It should be noted that estimator (7) is analogous to a recursive version of a ParzenRosenblatt kernel estimate, introduced by Wolverton and
where the function K, the so-called kernel, and the sequence l",n satisfy suitable conditions. Recently several interesting results related to the pointwise and the integral convergence of estimator (8) have been obtained by Devroye [5] . For surveys on cornmonly used nonparametric probability density estimators, the reader is referred to Cover [4] and Wegman [12] . It is well known that nonparametric density estimates can be applied to many engineering problems including pattern classification, cluster analysis, and reliability theory. As an example of these applications we present pattern classification procedures with class conditional density estimates of type (6). Theorem I gives conditions for weak or strong consistency of class density estimates whereas Theorem 2 establishes Bayes risk consistency of pattern classification procedures. For a Haar orthogonal system our procedures are Bayes risk consistent under no restrictions imposed on class conditional densities. In [8] and [10] this problem was also treated by orthogonal series but authors supposed that class conditional densities are square integrable.
In this correspondence we assume that lsr(x)l < G;
for all xeA where G, is a sequence of numbers. The condition (9) is more general than ls;(x); < const (ea) for all x€A which was assumed in l2l, I3l, [9], and [11] . It is worth recalling that Legendre and Haar orthogonal systems do not satisfy (9a) at all.
II. ParrunN CL-essmrc.rrrroN PRocEDURES
In this section only two category classification problems will be treated but the results can be extended to the multicategory problem. Let(T,X) be a pair of random variables; P(T:k):pr, k:1,2, X is A-valued, where A is a subset of the real line. l*t f* be a conditional density of X given T:k. When fr,p*,k:1,2, are known, a Bayes decision function,
classifies every xeA as coming from class I if D(x)) 0 and from class 2 otherwise. We assume that fp, p1,, k:1,2, are unknown and have a learning sequence, (Tt,Xr),...,(Tn,Xn), i.e., a sample of independent observations of (T,X) that we wish to estimate the function D . Let n k be the number of observations from the class ft. Partition observations (X1,. . . , Xn) into subsequences (X1,... ,X),), (X?,... , X:r). As estimates of conditional densities we propose , np N(i) irG):* > 2 st(x1)g,(').
'.k i-l j-O 12, oncerrdsen 1980 at every point xe A at which 9t9
The following theorem establishes weak and strong pointwise consistency of estimates (10). Theorem 1.' Assume that (5) and (9) 
where Proof: The proof of (l l) is proof of (12) is based on the Details are left to the reader.
Let fp:n*/n be an estimate decision function. 
III. CoNcltrorNc Rrlaenxs
The result in Theorem 2 is density-free for a Haar orthogonal system. Similar results for discrimination rules with ParzenRosenblatt kernel estimates have been obtained by Devroye and Wagner [6] .
One can extend Theorems I and 2 to the multivariate case without much difficulty; treating g; as the multivariate orthogonal system conclusions of these theorems hold with exactly the same assumptions.
Finally we note that procedures (14) may expressed as DG):+ j 5',,,, -tz)si(X)si1), l9l R. Kronmal and M. Tarter, "The estimation of probability densities and cumulatives by Fourier series methods," "/. Amer. statisr. l.rs., vol. 63, pp. 925-952, 1968. [l0]
J. van Ryzin, "Bayes risk consistency of classification procedures using density estimates," Sanklrya, Series A, vol. 2g, pp. tO-lZO, tlOO.
I u S. c. schwartz" "Estimation of probability dinsity by an orthogonal series," Ann. Math. Statist., vol.38, pp. 126l_1265, 1967 [12] E. J. Wegman, "Nonparametric probability density estimation; A summary of available methods," Technotttetrics, vol. 14, pp. 533_546, t972. tl3l c. T. wolverton and r. J. wagner, "Asymptotically optimal discriminant functions for pattern recognition,', IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-15, pp.258-265, Mar. 1969. [l4] c. T. wolverton and r. J. wagner, "Recursive estimates of probabilitv densities," IEEE Trans..Syst. Scr '. Cybern., vol. SSC-S, p.3Oi, 1969. ll5l H. Yamato, "sequential estimation of a continuo* p.obability density function and mode," Bull. Math. Statis, vol. 14, pp. ll12, 1971. Variation of Spatial Cues in Node Arrangement WILLIAM G. BEAZLEy, MBI{BER, rEEE, eNo JOHN J. ALLAN, III, uErloER, renn Abst act-Dh€cted and undir€cted gsphs ane a oomnxrn message In communlcedon to and from computers ln many dlfferent tasks. Examples of these messages are finlte element gdds, signal flow graphs, flow charts, performance evaluadon review technlque (PERT) charts, and scale &aw-Ings of obiects. several dlfferent formats these messages might tate are Manuscript received March 26, 1979; revised March 26, 19g0, September 10, 1990. W.G, lsrzlsy was with the Department of General Engins6ring, University of Illinois, (Jrbana, IL 61801. He is now with the Department of Marine Structures and Naval Architecture, Brown and Root Inc., p.o. Box 3. Houston, TX 77OOl. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, NO. 12, OnCBrvOnn lgg0 be alternatively examlned on a graphlcs dlsplay. Dtgraphs (dlr€cted grapts) are selected for study as the more general case of messsge. (undrccted graphs are dlsrrphs ln tftich dirocdons of arcs do not matter.) The degree to t?hlch spedd cres could be udtized ln leardng and recatttng digraphs was varled by crntrolllng the nahre and conslstency of node locatlon on a graphlcs scncerr. Thlrty-elght, nechankat engineerlng students werc requlred to le{m thr€e dlgrsph under one of four presentadon conditrons. Twenty-ntne completed pct-tests elther lnmedlately or after oe day's delay. Re$lts tndlcste that dtgrrphs can be learned wlth stgnlficantry fewer leondng erors when spodal cu€s rre avaihble to the subfect The Increased recall err(xs wlth delay dme for a regularly ordered node arrangerent lndcete tht node formats where spodd cu€s ane avallable but arcs may |le on top of one another may be dlftl$lt to leam or rcmember for grcat lengths of dme. othcr results are dlscussed. The results crn be usefut ln guldlng the presentadon of dlgraph data to the user for hls retendon In his contlnulng wort. Futrne pmlbllldes for more detalled study of the helpful or harmlul effects of node pctdon and orgulzadon sne indlcated.
I. IvrnonucrroN
Many types of messages are composed of individual items with an indicated relationship. Examples range from words and their position in a list [l] to pictorial items and their relative position in a scene [2] . One way to represent these messages is to use directed or undirected (directed gaphs in which the directions do not matter [3] ) graphs as a basis, with the general characteristics of the nodes and arcs indicating the particular items and relationships of the message. Paynter [4] has asserted that partitioning systems into networks is a basic design activity and it has been demonstrated that a display based on directed graph (digraph) concepts can be used as a designer-computer interface for assembling components of a system model [5] . Communication of many messages can be viewed, at least in part, as communication of directed gaphs.
There are many ways in which the nodes and arcs of the graph can be varied to complete the message when communicated by a spatial media, i.e., a drawing or computer graphic display. They can be labeled directly, as in signal flow graphs and PERT charts. In addition, the appearance of the nodes and arcs can be changed, as in computer program flow charts and in logic diagrams. Finally, they may also communicate by their spatial position on the media as in finite element grids, data plots [6], scale drawings [7] , maps [8] , and vectors [9] . When computer graphic displays or other spatial media are used to communicate directed graph-based messages, user performance is often improved. Rouse [10] , [l l] has found fault logic displays helpful to fault diagnosis. Corley and Allan [12] , using a pipe layout task with a computer graphic display, showed that tablet data entry was superior to keyboard or a keyboard-tablet combination.
While the format of directed graph-bcsed messages has been studied [], [2] , [6]- [13] , little is known about the effects of different formats on a directed graph alone. It has not been established in the literature that spatial cues play an important role in learning digraphs, though they commonly appear as drawings or pictorial displays. The nodes and arcs are, in practice, organized in different formats depending on the task being performed. The finite element specialist might need a regularly ordered display to find mislocated or missing nodes and arcs. The computer programmer might require nodes to be grouped according to program structure. The PERT chart analyst may require the critical path to occupy the center of the display, and less critical activity arcs on the periphery. In the interactive computer $aphics environment, retention of these node placements from use to use may be important in allowing spatial cues ilJ.l. appearance of the digraph to refresh the memory of the "i;i: fli"";'{l'}#s.noductMtv r'ricrDationar rncorporat€4 5622 Dvcr *.t"0":3*T,fi:fff,lJ:ff"*"ffi.:r;ilrii?lTllf* 0018-9472 / 80 / r2W-0920$00.75 o 1980 rEEE
